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IMPORTANCE OF ....  
The Gemara (Chagigah 17b) states that there is a mitzvah to 
count the days of Sefirah as the Posuk says: ouh ohanj urpx, 
(Parshas Emor) and there is a mitzvah to count the weeks of 
Sefirah, as the Posuk says: lk rpx, ,ugca vgca (Parshas Re’eh). 
Is there not reference in Parshas Emor to the 7 weeks of Sefirah 
(,unhn, ,u,ca gca) as well ? The Sfas Emes (Menachos 66a) 
explains that the description of Sefirah in Parshas Emor is 
focused on the Korban Omer at the beginning of the 50 days and 
the Korban of the Shtei HaLechem at the end, with several 
references to days – ofthcv ouhn, ofphbv ouhc, ouhv omgc making 
the parsha an appropriate source for counting 50 days. However, 
the theme of Parshas Re’eh is that after fulfilling the words: 
,ugca vgca rpxk kj, - start counting 7 weeks, the Posuk says:   
,ugca dj ,hagu – one should celebrate the Yom Tov of Shevuos, 
which is the reason it is called Shevuos (weeks). There is no 
mention of Omer or what would be taking place during the days of 
those 7 weeks, making it a more appropriate source for counting 
weeks. This may explain why Ameimar (Menachos 66b) said that 
he only counted days and not weeks asenk rfz because today we 
have no Omer (Rashi). Wouldn’t counting of the weeks also be 
asenk rfz ? Based on the above, the answer would be No. 
Counting days is tied to the period between Korban Omer and the 
Korban Shtei HaLechem, so counting the days today is truly rfz to 
what was done in the Beis HaMikdash. This is confirmed by the 
Posuk: ofk o,rpxu where ofk refers to each and every Jew 
individually. Counting weeks however, is tied to the Yom Tov of 
Shevuos, which falls under the control of Beis Din, like all 
Moadim (o,t utre, rat), and is not a rfz to what  transpired in 
the Beis HaMikdash. Counting by Beis Din, where required, is 
represented in the Posuk: lk ,rpxu – limited to Beis Din only. Due 
to this distinction, Ameimar felt there was no asenk rfz aspect to 
counting weeks, and he therefore only counted days.   

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
May one say things like Ploni was divorced, or broke a Shidduch 
or left his business partner, without any apparent ,kgu, ?  

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(May one report on a teacher that is not doing his job properly ?)  
If one believes the teacher will accept rebuke, one should speak to 
him privately. Otherwise, if one suspects the principal will dismiss 
the teacher without investigating, one should not say anything. 
One may only report for ,kgu, and the principal may only receive 
the report as possible, without accepting it as true.  

DIN'S CORNER:  
It is preferable to daven in Shul, rather than at home, even with a 
minyan. It is more preferable to daven where one learns Torah. 
However, a Talmid Chochom who was forced to miss Tefilah with 
the Tzibur, should preferably daven at home, rather than show up 
in Shul after davening, so as to avoid Chilul HaShem and prevent 
others learning from him. (Mishna Berurah 90:33) 

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Gemara (Gittin 59b) derives from u,aseu that a Kohen takes 
precedence in all matters where his sanctity can be recognized. 
The Gemara lists such examples as being honored to speak first, 
to start a meal with HaMotzi, to lead Birchas HaMazon and to 
choose first when items are divided up. The question is raised – 
how long does this special treatment last ? Does it also apply after 
the Kohen’s death ? For instance, if a non-Kohen died and then a 
Kohen died, does the Kohen’s funeral take precedence ? The 
Shulchan Aruch (s”uh 354:1) rules that the first to die should be 
buried first, with certain exceptions such as a Talmid Chochom 
preceding an Am HaAretz and a woman preceding a man. But 
there is no mention of a Kohen over a non-Kohen. Does his 
Kedushah automatically end at his death, or perhaps his Kedushah 
is tied to his ability to do the Avodah, as the Posuk continues: 
chren tuv lheukt ojk ,t hf, which he can no longer do after 
death. The Gemara (Berachos 46a) relates that R’ Avahu made a 
party in honor of R’ Zeira’s recovery from illness. When R’ 
Avahu asked R’ Zeira to lead the HaMotzi (and later Birchas 
HaMazon) R’ Zeira demurred, pointing out that R’ Avahu was the 
host and he should start the meal and end it. The Gemara 
concludes that R’ Avahu held like R’ Shimon b. Yochai who says 
that the host says HaMotzi and the guest leads Birchas HaMazon. 
Why then did R’ Avahu attempt to honor R’ Zeira with HaMotzi ? 
The Rashba explains that the meal was in R’ Zeira’s honor, which 
could make him like the host. The Aderes asks why the Rashba 
offered such an explanation. Wasn’t R’ Zeira a Kohen, as the 
Yerushalmi (Berachos 3:1 23a) indicates ? As such, wasn’t it 
proper to honor R’ Zeira with HaMotzi under u,aseu ? The 
Aderes answers that R’ Zeira had been a Kohen. However, as the 
Gemara (Megilah 7b) relates, R’ Zeira was killed during a Purim 
Seudah and was brought back to life by Rabbah. Apparently, 
when brought back to life he would no longer be a Kohen, and 
thus, at the meal with R’ Avahu he was not a Kohen. As such, we 
may conclude that a Kohen’s Kedushah ends at his death.   
A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
Rav Yaakov Adess was one of the foremost Dayanim in Eretz Yisroel 
during its early years as a state, serving as Av Beis Din in Yerushalayim 
and on the Beis Din HaGadol of the Rabbanut. In his humble way, Rav 
Adess resisted many attempts to bring about change in the method of 
Torah learning. For example, he was against formation of a special 
program to train Dayanim, arguing that there was no precedent for such 
a focus on Dayanus. When someone who achieved such a level in Torah, 
consequently he would be appointed. At one meeting of Rabbanim, a 
certain Rav insulted Rav Adess for always being against proposals. A 
relative of Rav Adess stood up to protest the affront when Rav Adess 
took him outside saying, “Let us think of the best way to protest”. He 
then extracted a promise from the relative not to mention this incident 
during Rav Adess’ lifetime. At the Shiva for Rav Adess, the relative was 
able to tell the story. Shortly after he finished, the Rav who had insulted 
Rav Adess came to be Menachem the family. Rav Adess’ Almanah 
quickly passed a message to her sons to accord him proper respect and 
not let on that they knew anything, because ”That is what your father 
would have done”.   

P.S. Sholosh Seudos sponsored by the Sternberg family.    


